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New Year’s flood damages Union, displaces staff
EMILY De WAARD
Editor-in-Chief

T

he Student Union sustained thousands in damages after a frozen pipe
burst over Winter Break and
flooded the administration offices in the 150 suite behind Information Exchange.
The cost of damage is still
being assessed. Ballpark figures have suggested between
$35,000 and $50,000, but
could be more, said Keith Skogstad, associate director of
The Union. Insurance will cover up to $50,000 and remaining costs would come out of
pocket for the university.
While campus was quiet
and empty on the morning of
New Year’s Eve, water had begun trickling from a sprinkler
head in Assistant Director of
Event Services Mark Venhuizen’s office until, finally, the
frozen pipe burst. Because water was dispensing from the fire
emergency pipe, it triggered
the fire alarm, alerting University Police at 9:37 a.m.
Within minutes, the water
flooded so deep in Venhuizen’s
office that Skogstad, who’d arrived on the scene, couldn’t
open the door, according to
Venhuizen in a video he shared.
The waterline left visible on file
drawers measured 12 inches,
Skogstad said.
Skogstad rushed to shut off
the main water supply, but in
the short time from UPD responding to the alarm and Skogstad arriving, the water had
wreaked havoc on the offices.
“Most of Mark’s office is totaled,” said Jennifer Novotny,
senior director for The Union.
“We are still waiting to find out
if our office furniture can be
fully restored.”
According to Director of
Campus Maintenance Jim
Weiss, crews had already evacuated furniture from the 16SUBMITTED room office suite and begun
Assistant Director of Event Services Mark Venhuizen’s office is totaled by a flood that started in his office. The water rose to a foot
damage control by 10 a.m.
deep, leaving visible water lines on his drawers. The damage will likely take a month or more to repair.

Not only had the water flooded through the offices, it flowed
onto Main Street, encroaching on the Market. It also
seeped through to the lower
level, causing damage in storage spaces and a maintenance
room below.
Staff and local crews worked
until about 4 p.m. that day
cleaning up and salvaging what
they could. The water was powerful, damaging and found its
way into unexpected places.
“Mark’s desk was over here
(across the room from the burst
pipe), and his pencil drawer,
which was closed, was full of
water,” Skogstad said.
The cause is still unknown
and difficult to trace exactly, but investigations suggest it
may have been a result of exhaust fans being left on, allowing cold air to enter and freeze
the pipe. Skogstad said this is
inconclusive, though.
The wall between Venhuizen and Novotny’s office was
the only structure with significant damage and may need
to come down. Venhuizen’s office took the worst of it as it
was a pipe in that room which
cracked. The rest of the suite
primarily suffered surface-level water damage. Some decorations, documents, furniture and
equipment were lost and carpet
will need to be replaced as well
as new baseboards.
Since the flooding, employees previously housed in the office suite have been temporarily displaced, working in other locations or mobile until repairs are completed. For Novotny, who has been in her office for 13 years, this has been a
bit of an adjustment.
“When I work with students
I don’t imagine it’s so hard to
be mobile because I see them
do it all the time. I have a little
to learn in the area of flexibility, but I’m surviving it,” Novotny laughed.

Continued to A3

Multicultural Center move hinges on BoR approval
GARRETT AMMESMAKI
News Editor
South Dakota State will continue with plans to renovate The
Student Union. The initial focus
will be on the $1.3 million move
of the Office of Multicultural Affairs.
Moving the OMA from its
current space in the lower level
to the second floor is phase one
of a possible three phase renovation to The Union, following suggestions from last semesters space study. But as of now
the plan is in its early stages and
needs approval from the Board
of Regents to continue.
“Phase two and phase three
may be something for career development and adding more student organization space,” said
Keith Skogstad, associate director for The Union.
Based on interviews with different student organizations last
semester, it was decided that
moving the OMA was a more
pressing concern than other suggested renovations — such as
changes to the Volstorff Ballroom and the moving of various
other student organizations.
Due to the $6 million price
tag of the original proposed renovations from last years space
study, administration has to prioritize certain changes.
“The goal was to get as much

done as we could with the funds
we do have and one of the main
priorities of that was the movement of the Office of Multicultural Affairs,” said Elizabeth Yosick, a senior business economics major and chairperson of the
Student Union Advisory Committee.
Breaking ground on the renovation is pending approval of
the Preliminary Facility Statement from the Board of Regents
— the PFS outlines the specifics
of the construction. If approval is granted, an architect will be
hired, according to Jennifer Novotny, senior director for The
Union. The PFS should be put in
front of the Board of Regents by
March 23.
Multiple students from the
OMA are excited about the
move.
Senior health education major Hiriti Araia said it will be
good for the office’s exposure.
“I definitely agree with it,”
Araia said. “It will open up opportunities for people to meet
new people and interact.”
Being more visible to minority students is one of the main
motivators for making the OMA
move the highest priority for
renovations, Novotny said. Over
the past three years it has continuously “bubbled to the top” in
space study conversations.
There are still “question
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The Office of Multicultural Affairs currently sits in the basement of the Union. If renovation goes as planned it should move up to
the second floor above the Market.

marks” within the plan, such as
how to best serve disabled students with the renovations. Disability Services has its office in
the OMA.

“If they move [OMA] to the
second level, is it going to promote success for students of that
demographic?” Novotny said.
Her hope is, before any plan

is executed, Disability Services
is well talked about and they
would look for the best case scenarios to serve those students.
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DAILY CRIME LOG
1.8.18
• 8:38 a.m. @ Berg
Agricultural Hall. Theft—All
Other.
• 3:45 p.m. @ Morrill Hall.
Harassment.
1.10.18
• 12:58 p.m. @ Lot 158.
Damage/Vandalism.
• 1:03 p.m. @ UPD. Lost
Property.
• 2:40 p.m. @ UPD.
Suspicious Persons/
Vehicle.
• 6:13 p.m. @ Schultz Hall.
Drug/Narc Violations.

• 10:45 p.m. @ Southeast
Lot. Open Container,
Broken Seal in Motor
Vehicle; Underage
Purchase or Possession of
Alcoholic Beverages; Zero
Tolerance DUI / Consume
Alcohol or any Drug
Under 21; Ingest, Inhale
Substance to Become.
1.11.18
• 6:55 p.m. @ Brown Hall.
Drug/Narc Violations.
• 8:42 p.m. @ Young Hall.
Drug/Narc Violations.
1.12.18
• 12:09 a.m. @ Binnewies
Hall. Underage Purchase

or Possession of Alcoholic
Beverages; Ingest, Inhale
Substance to Become
Intoxicated; Possession or
Use Drug Paraphernalia;
Possession of Marijuana 2
oz or less.
• 10:49 a.m. @ Big
Southeast. Intentional
Damage to Property $400
or less—3rd Degree
Vandalism.
• 2:44 a.m. @ Morrill Hall.
Theft—All Other.
• 4:27 p.m. @ 857 11th
ST. Drug/Narc Violations.

Heart of residence halls: highs, lows
of serving as community assistant
KATIE BERNDT
Reporter
Community assistants are a familiar sight for students on campus, but few really know the ins
and outs of the position.
Many students are considering being CAs as an alternative
to typical residence hall life in
the upcoming school year. While
the position has the appeal of
paid housing and a meal plan, it
comes with many other benefits
and drawbacks.
Along with a paid for single
room in the hall they supervise,
CAs are issued a Silver Flex meal
plan and provided a stipend
each semester. New CAs receive
$40 per semester while returning CAs receive $150.
Junior animal science and
agricultural leadership major
Katherine Hodge, a former Pierson CA, said becoming a CA was
a great way to get involved with
other students on campus.
“You get an opportunity to really meet people that come from

a lot of different backgrounds
and are pursuing different careers,” Hodge said.
CAs aid their residents in typical college experiences such as
homesickness, roommate issues,
crisis management and mental
health problems. Because of the
sensitive topics they deal with,
CAs are expected to “respect and
maintain confidentiality in regard to personal and professional information,” according to the
SDSU CA contract.
Senior human biology major Sarah Kruger, a former CA
in Mathews Hall, said watching
incoming freshmen grow and
change throughout the year was
more of a perk than the financial
benefits.
“If you apply for the CA job
just for the money, it will actually be and feel like work,” Kruger said. “But if you apply for the
residents then it is overall a super rewarding experience with
the money just being a bonus.”
Despite the benefits, being a
CA comes with a few drawbacks.

Kruger, who served as a CA for
two and a half years, said her
biggest struggle was figuring out
how to separate work time from
personal time.
CAs also must focus on academics by maintaining at least a
2.4 GPA in a non-Living Learning Community position, and
a 3.0 when managing an LLC
area. They are also obligated to
attend weekly staff meetings and
monthly Continued Education
Opportunity trainings.
Hodge said while time management was also an issue for
her, her least favorite part of the
job was that it was impossible
to form a connection with every
resident in the hall.
As a community assistant
you see the best and the worst of
residence hall life, Kruger said.
But you can always know that
you are making a difference in
the lives of those around you.
“You are influencing people
just by being around them,” Kruger said.
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with

McKENNA MATHIESEN
Reporter

minutes

Christine Stewart
English professor at
South Dakota State
University

The “Five minutes with” series
focuses on an SDSU faculty,
student or member of the
Brookings community. The
interviewer spends five minutes
speaking with a person to learn
their specialty or something they
are passionate about.

Christine Stewart is an English
professor at South Dakota State
University, novelist and poet.
She lives in Brookings with her
two children and her husband,
who is also a professor at SDSU.

Q: What is a day like in your daily life being a professor,
author and mother?
A: I live two blocks from campus
so that’s helpful. I have an almost
12-year-old son with special
needs and a two-and-a-half-yearold son so I usually try to wake
up before them so I can shower.
Then, I get them ready for school
or daycare. In terms of writing,
I try to write at least 12 hours a
week when I am teaching three
classes and 17 hours a week doing
writing or writing-related things
when I am teaching two classes. I
say hours because working from
project to project doesn’t work for
me with some days being more
productive than others. Right
now, I am working on finishing
up a memoir about raising my
son, Holden, who has a form of
epilepsy called Landau-Kleffner
syndrome. I am 270 manuscript
pages into the memoir, but it
is going to be about another
100 manuscript pages. And
sometimes, instead of looking at
time, I look at word counts for
my day. For example, some days
my goal is about 750 words, so I
can get through this first full draft
of the memoir. So, I guess it all
depends on what writing strategy
works for me in that specific
day. This is what has made me
a productive writer since 2002,

when I was pursuing my Ph.D.
degree. Since, I have written four
books of poetry, three chapbooks
and dozens of essays/reviews.
Q: Where do you do most of
your writing?
Mostly from home or a coffee
shop, it depends on how
distractible I am. It also depends
on if I am carving out time on the
weekend or with what is going
on at my house. My husband is
a professor, too, so sometimes it
depends on if we are talking too
much.
*To view entire story, visit
www.sdsucollegian.com
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Dr. Christine Stewart talks about her love
for writing, how she became a published
author and associate professor at SDSU
during an interview Tuesday, Jan. 9.
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Splitting colleges
of science:
‘Imagine 2023’ calls for
realignment of departments
ALISON DURHEIM
Reporter
South Dakota State University is realigning its programs
to form two new colleges: the
College of Natural Sciences
and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences.
Introduced Jan. 11 in SDSU’s strategic five-year plan,
Imagine 2023, the two new
colleges will be a collection of
programs taken from the College of Agricultural and Biological Sciences and the College of Arts & Sciences.
The College of Natural Sciences will contain the biology
and microbiology, chemistry
and biochemistry, geography
and physics departments.
The biology and microbiology department from the College of Ag & Bio and the chemistry and biochemistry department from the College of Arts
& Sciences will go to the College of Natural Sciences.
Along with those changes,
the economics department will
no longer act as a standalone
entity in the university, it will
lie solely with the newly organized AHSS college.
Despite the change of name
for the College of Arts and Sciences to the College of Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences, the college will consist of
the same departments other
than the removal of geography,
physics, chemistry and the addition of economics.
Though a new college will
be formed and new hires will

be needed, no extra funding
from the state will be received.
The College of Natural Sciences is part of an effort to
create more transparency, increase enrollment and elevate STEM programs: science,
technology, engineering and
math.
“Our job is not to be who
we are, it’s to be who we need
to be and we need to educate more young people; that’s
our job,” said President Barry Dunn.
Altering the structural organization of colleges in the
university is a step in becoming the premiere land-grant
university that was discussed
at the Imagine 2023 presentation.
“We may be the smallest
land-grant institution, but the
smallest land-grant institution
can also lead and that’s what
premiere institutions do,” said
Provost Dennis Hedge.
Originally attempted 30
years ago, creating a separate
college of science is believed
to provide clarity for students,
but that doesn’t mean there
won’t be a few bumps in the
road while making the plan a
reality.
“There’s a lot of really pragmatic budget and administrative things that need to be
done,” Dunn said.
Transition teams have been
assembled to aid the university as the realignment goes into
effect July 1.
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>>FLOOD
Continued from A1
University Police aided in
preventing a similar incident
in the Einstein’s-Weary Wil’s
vestibule only one day after
the 150 office incident. According to Weiss and Skogstad, a line froze in that area
as well, causing another leaky
sprinkler head. A UPD officer
making rounds through the
building noticed it, though,
and the main water line was
shut off while a plumber
made repairs, avoiding another incident.
“The floor and a couple ceiling tiles got wet but
thankfully it was nothing major,” Weiss said.
Due to the record stretch
of cold weather, Weiss said
he heard reports of incidents
similar to the office flood occurring throughout the state
in the same weekend.
“It’s not as common to
happen in an interior space
like Mark’s office, but it does
happen; and we’ve had other,
minor, water-related issues in
a few other campus facilities,
too. It just happens this time
of year,” Weiss said. “I guess
that was our going away present for 2017.”

SUBMITTED

A New Year’s Eve flood from a burst pipe in the administration offices behind Information Exchange caused severe damage to the
suite. Storage and maintenance spaces in the lower level of The Union were also affected.
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Technology changes
SD tourism market
DANA HESS
Community News Service

Photo courtesy of SD Department of Toursim

Bison roaming through the Wildlife Loop at Custer State Park. Game, Fish, and Parks Department offers free visits to any South Dakota state park including in Custer State Park,
Oakwood State Park in Bruce, South Dakota. Which is about an hour away from Brookings.

Game, Fish, Parks Department
offers free visits to state parks
DANA HESS
Community News Service
PIERRE — If you’re ailing, a
day at a South Dakota state park
may be just what the doctor orders.
Game, Fish and Parks Department Secretary Kelly Hepler told a joint meeting of the
House and Senate Agriculture
and National Resources committees about a program called
Park Prescriptions. The program
allows a doctor to write a prescription for a free day at any
South Dakota state park.
“What a neat opportunity,”
Hepler said, noting that people
who use parks and open spaces are three times as likely to
achieve the recommended levels
of physical activity.
In his short overview of the
GFP, Hepler noted those areas of concern that legislators
may have heard about from their
constituents. Those include the
department’s efforts on nonresident waterfowl licenses, deer
and mountain lion management
plans, preference points for
hunting license drawings, wildlife depredation management
and aquatic invasive species.
Hepler said the department
supports Gov. Dennis Dau-

gaard’s bill to push back by three
years the sunset date on the
non-meandering waters law that
was passed during last year’s
special session.
“We’re still early in the process” of working with landowners who have flooded lands,” Hepler said. “I’m not hearing anybody say this bill doesn’t work.”
The bill may need some
small changes, Hepler said. A
legislative meeting concerning non-meandering waters is
planned for Thursday, Jan. 18.
Hepler also reminded lawmakers that the two divisions
in his department represent a
big payoff for the state without
much investment from the general fund.
The Wildlife Division, with a
budget of $50.6 million, is funded through hunting and fishing
licenses and a federal excise tax
on hunting and fishing equipment. The Parks Division, with
a budget of $39.2 million, uses
federal funds, bond payments,
park revenue, dedicated taxes and licenses, and $2.7 million
from the state’s general fund.
For that $2.7 million from
the general fund, according to
Hepler, in 2016 the department
served 7.5 million people who
spent $1.33 billion.

PIERRE — Thanks to the internet and technology, the South
Dakota Department of Tourism knows much more about its
customers. That was part of the
message the House Commerce
and Energy Committee heard on
Friday from Tourism Secretary
Jim Hagen.
“We know our visitors better
than we ever have in our history,” Hagen said.
Thanks to an increased ability to track information online,
Hagen said the department can
know if someone likes the outdoors, the arts or music.
“We can take our marketing and target it appropriately,”
Hagen said, characterizing that
ability as “cool,” but adding, “It’s
a little creepy, too.”
Primary targets for the department are young families,
bucket listers and active couples.
According to Hagen, visitors
spent $3.8 billion in 2016, generating $279 million in state and
local taxes. He noted that most
people in the state are surprised
to learn that tourism generates
53,000 jobs, about 9.5 percent
of all jobs in South Dakota.
A “halo effect” study of reaction from visitors and people
who had seen advertisements
from the department said that
47 percent came away from the
experience believing that South
Dakota was a good place to start
a career.

“

TOURISM REALLY IS A
FRONT DOOR TO
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT.
JIM HAGEN
South Dakota Secretary of
Tourism

Photo courtesy of SD Department of Tourism

Tourists fish on Oakwood Lake in Oakwood State Park in Bruce, South Dakota. Lake
Herman State Park in Madison, South Dakota is located 45 minutes from Brookings.

The study also said 39 percent believed South Dakota was
a good place to live and 13 percent thought it would be a good
place to start a business.
“Tourism really is a front
door to economic development,”
Hagen said.
Challenges the department
face include the poor ag economy, a decline in gaming revenues and poor hotel occupancy.
He’s also concerned about
maintaining South Dakota tourism’s market share as surrounding states start to increase their
marketing budgets.
“As they are putting more
money into marketing, the last
thing I want to do is lose market
share,” Hagen said.

Damaged Reputation: Taylor Swift’s new album fails to meet expectations
JAY SANCHEZ
Music Columnist
Album: Reputation
Artist: Taylor Swift
Grade: D
Taylor Swift really tries to roll
out the punches in her newest
album “Reputation.” She falls
short on her lyrics and a lot of
her songs seem unnecessary.
I’m not the biggest fan of pop
or electronic pop. This album is
over produced but, as pop usually is, catchy.
Swift has grown a lot since
the beginning of her career, becoming one of the biggest names
in the music industry in about
10 years. I’m not fond of most

of her music, although middle
school me might disagree. In
my opinion, her best album is
“1989.”
There is a lot of talk about
drama in this album, claiming
she doesn’t start anything, but
it all comes to her. I’m not really sure she even believes that, especially after making this album
with a couple of songs that lowkey throw shade at some artists
in the music industry.
One of the reasons I can appreciate this album more than
some of her others is because
it lacks the typical fall-in-lovewith-boy songs. There are some
of those typical songs in here,
but not like her others. “King of
my Heart” is obnoxiously elec-

tronically orientated.
Take her song “Fifteen” from
the album “Fearless,” it is a simple, innocent, country song.
Those characteristics have been
stripped from her love songs of
today. I’ve seen those same characteristics diminish through her
most recent albums.
The song “End Game” featuring Future and Ed Sheeran is
probably one of her best songs
off this album. The song adds a
trap feeling to the album and the
chorus in this song actually is
not a horrible chorus.
Her song “Delicate” is another good one. The beat is mellow,
and it works really well with her
lyrics. If you listen to her lyrics,
she says, “Is it cool that I said all

that,” “Is it too soon to do this
yet,” and “Cause I know that it’s
delicate.” It makes it sound like
she’s playing it safe, because her
reputation “is delicate.”
This album would’ve been
better if she had cut out a couple
songs that don’t reach the level
of ones like “Delicate” and “Gorgeous.” The songs “Dress,” “This
is Why We Can’t Have Nice
Things,” “New Year’s Day” and
“Dancing with Our Hands Tied”
fall a little short for me.
I’m also not really sure how
to feel about the gunshot samples in her song “I Did Something Bad.” Swift definitely make
it sound edgier if that’s what she
was going for. This album kind
of gives me good-girl-gone-bad

vibes.
Some of her songs aimed to
be dubstep or trap, but didn’t
reach that level, and a lot of the
songs sound similar in tone.
Most of the lyrics on this album
are simple and don’t hold power
behind them. Like Anthony Fantano said, “they wouldn’t win a
poetry contest.”
To get the full effect of Swift’s
new album I recommend taking
a time out to watch the music
videos for “...Ready for it?” and
“Look What You Made Me Do.”
The videos are great representations of the feel and meaning of
“Reputation” as a whole.
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Top 10 films of 2017 make grand statements, tackle issues
Movie night
with Ian Lack
Editor’s Note: This list was made
subjectively and done by the reporter who viewed these films in
the time available to them. Not every film from the year was seen, including those that received a limited release in select cities.
10. Wind River
There were few more gruesome films released in 2017
than “Wind River.” Telling the
story of a murdered woman
and the hunt to find her killers, the film sheds light on the
brutal conditions of impoverished Native American reservations and the meaning of
true justice.
9. The Shape of Water
To say “The Shape of Water”
is just a monster movie would

be a criminal understatement. The film tackles numerous topics, including prejudice
during the Cold War. With a
silent, standout performance
from Sally Hawkins, this monster flick says more than you’d
expect.
8. Detroit
Director Kathryn Bigelow has
proven herself yet again with
“Detroit,” the story of the 1967
riots that shook the city and
the fatal events that unfolded
in an annex of the Algiers Motel. Strong performances and
a true attention to detail make
“Detroit” not just great entertainment, but necessary.
7. The Big Sick
2017 was full of unconventional films, but it’s hard to
beat the story of a Pakistani
comedian meeting his future
wife’s parents after she falls
into a coma. “The Big Sick” is
a warm, honest and hilarious
film that explores an uncon-

ventional approach to modern
romance.
6. Logan
Seventeen years of Hugh Jackman as Wolverine have culminated in a farewell film for a
character loved by both critics
and die-hard fans. “Logan” rises above the other comic book
films this year for its harsh realness and a moving performance by Jackman.
5. Lady Bird
It’s hard to recall any film
that’s ever delved into the
complicated but warm relationship between mothers and
daughters like “Lady Bird.”
Writer/director Greta Gerwig
has created a hilarious, heartfelt film impossible to hate.
4. Baby Driver
T he breakout movie of the
summer, “Baby Driver,” has
everything you could want
from a June film: welledited action, a marvelous

soundtrack and a chemicalfilled romance. Edgar Wright
makes a comeback behindthe-camera to deliver a smart
and edgy heist film.
3. Call Me by Your Name
Brilliant lead performances
and sensitive direction from
Italian filmmaker Luca
Guadagnino makes “Call
Me by Your Name” not just
an emotionally arresting
gay romance, but a brilliant
romance, period. The film
transcends sexuality to
communicate the joys and
hardships of a young summer
love to all audiences.
2. Get Out
With just his first film,
writer/director Jordan Peele
has cemented himself as
an ingenious talent behind
the screen. Tackling the
complicated topic of race
head on, “Get Out” stands
out from the crowd of horror
films not just of this year, but

of all time. The film is smart,
insightful and, above all,
terrifying.
1. Blade Runner 2049
A lot of sci-fi films ask big
questions. Are we alone in
the universe? What does it
mean to be human? “Blade
Runner 2049” sets itself
apart from and above others
in this genre by asking
completely new questions,
and answering them. Director
Denis Villeneuve strikes
cinema gold yet again with a
sequel to a sci-fi classic that
outdoes the original. With
its showstopping visuals and
a captivating story, “2049”
makes a grand statement
about what it means to be a
human being.

Ian Lack is a reporter at The
Collegian and can be reached at
ilack@sdsucollegian.com.

Jack’s Weekly

Horoscopes
Aries

It’s time to unwind with
other Jackrabbits after
a week of success.

Libra

A major opportnity is
on its way, be sure to
stay focused and hop
to it.

Taurus

You will accomplish
much more when
working with other
bunnies in the future.

Scorpio

Your mind has been
working overtime
Indulge in all the
carrots you deserve.

Gemini

Something you have
wanted for awhile will
hop into your sights.
Keep your eyes open.

Sagittarius

Communication with
other Jackrabbits opens
new doors for you this
week.

Cancer

Connecting with other
Jackrabbits creates a
positive experience in
the future.

Capricorn

This week is a good time
to step out of your rabbit
den and become more
adventurous.

Leo

Things are off to a great
start as you and other
bunnies enjoy more
social events this week.

Aquarius

Your bunny instincts
play a large part this
week in dealing with a
big project.

Virgo

Now is a good time
to take work and
responsibilities to a new
level, Jackrabbit.

Pisces

Watch for an
opportunity to bring a
dream to life, especially
with fellow Jackrabbits.

Enjoy
a weekend
on campus
exploring,
learning
and
laughing
with your
Mom!
Featured Events:
• Women’s Basketball
vs. Oral Roberts
• Astonishment Artist
Mat Lavore
• Tours & more!

Mom’s Weekend
February 9-10, 2018

Register today at
www.sdstate.edu/moms-weekend.
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Assess your
financial health

Editorial

LORNA SABOE WOUNDED HEAD
Guest Columnist

Issue:

Students need to engage more on campus and in
their community.

A

s the new year and new
semester progress, many
students look ahead with
goals and plans to achieve them.
We, at The Collegian, wanted
to look ahead as well, but at the
campus and community event
calendar.
This semester, there’s plenty
of events to be a part of, like Capers, Wacipi, State A Thon, Students’ Association elections, the
March for Life and the Women’s
March, just to name a few.
These events are annual opportunities to make a difference,
not only on campus, but in the
community and even country.
Now, more than ever, is the
time to make a mark. College
is a short time in our life where
we have this much freedom and
time. So why not participate in
at least one impactful event or
organization?
These events require a lot of
components: money, marketing,

management and, most importantly, participants.
The Women’s March
wouldn’t have become a national
phenomenon if five million people in the United States hadn’t
participated in marches last
year. But, people came out and
empowered women and sparked
national change.
State A Thon wouldn’t have
been able to raise $151,456.07
without student participation.
Because of people’s dedication,
SDSU helped countless children
through the Children’s Miracle
Network.
We, at The Collegian, want
to remind students of their importance. Their participation
makes an impact.
We get it: people don’t want
to step foot outside during the
harsh South Dakota winter.
Traveling through the cold takes
a long time and is unpleasant.
Sometimes people get busy,

aren’t interested or don’t have
a crew to attend events with. In
the case of the latter, what better
way to make new friends than
by going out and meeting some
with similar interests?
Make time. Think of what
you’re gaining by participating.
Busyness isn’t always a bad
thing. Involvement requires
some organization and time
management. Developing those
skills will make you a better student,and person.
These events won’t look bad
on a resume, either. If you’re focused on getting a job, positioning yourself as someone who is
well-rounded through involvement will impress an employer.
Make this a semester different. Don’t just work out more or
eat healthy, be engaged in activities that make an impact at SDSU
and beyond.

Stance:

Make this a semester of engagement.
The Collegian Editorial Board meets weekly and agrees on the issue of the
editorial. The editorial represents the opinion of The Collegian.

FILE PHOTO

Women and men march to the Sioux Falls City Hall bearing signs during
the 2017 South Dakota Women’s March on Jan. 21, 2017.

Get head start on living sustainably in 2018

JENNIFER MCLAUGHLIN
Guest Columnist
New year, new semester. So, as
we start this great new year, I
thought I’d share 10 tips on how
to have a more sustainable 2018.
Recycle. This is one of the
easiest ways to live sustainably.
Recycling bins are located across
campus with a color-coded system. Yellow bins are for trash
and blue bins are for recycling.
The residence halls do not have
recycling bins in rooms, but that
doesn’t mean you can’t grab an
extra bag to collect recycling!
For information on what can
and can’t be recycled, check the
SDSU Recycling guide on the
sustainability page of the SDState website.
Buy less. Reducing spending

Volume 133 • Issue 13

is by far the most sustainable action when it comes to waste. The
fewer items you buy the fewer
materials need to be made, and
ultimately the fewer resources we need to extract from the
earth.
Turn off water while brushing teeth. Running water during
the two minutes you brush your
teeth can waste up to four gallons of water. In one year, that
adds up to 1,460 gallons, which
is equal to the volume of 18 standard-sized bathtubs.
Ride a bike or walk to campus. While this may not be very
appealing during harsh winter
months, it’s a great habit to get
into come spring. Not only does
riding a bike or walking to work
reduce pollution, it also makes
you healthier and happier.
Ditch bottled water. Besides
the environmental benefits, carrying a reusable water bottle
has economic benefits, too. According to an article by the Office of Sustainability at Wake
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Forest University, “the average
American is likely to spend $588
on 168 bottles of water” in one
year. A Nalgene water bottle at
Wal-Mart costs $12. Water from
SDSU water fountains and bottle-refill stations is free.
Shop local. Shopping locally
reduces the transportation needed to distribute goods, which
lowers pollution. It also supports your community and helps
maintain a viable local economy.
Unplug electronics when
not in use. Did you know many
electronics still use energy when
they are turned off, but still
plugged in? These are called energy vampires. Check out these
stats from a New York Times
article. A plugged-in, turnedoff TV uses about 227 kilowatt-hours annually, and a computer plugged in 24 hours a day
for a year uses around 235 kilowatt-hours. Both of these are
“more [energy] than the average person uses in an entire
year in some developing coun-

Emily De Waard Brianna Schreurs
Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

tries.”
Reusable ware. Did you
know Aramark sells reusable
cups, coffee mugs, to-go containers and bags? To-go boxes cost
$4.99, but when you use this
box you don’t have to pay the
$0.50 for a disposable container.
Therefore, it only takes 10 uses
for the to-go box to pay for itself!
Using reusable tupperware helps
reduce the amount of waste we
generate on campus.
Wash clothes in cold water. According to an article in
The Christian Science Monitor,
washing clothes in cold water
uses 15 times less energy than
washing clothes in hot water.
Print double-sided. Printing double-sided reduces paLorna Saboe-Wounded Head
per usage by half! Briggs Library
is the SDSU Extension Family
printers are set up to automatiResource Management Field
cally print double-sided.
Specialist and can be reached at
lorna.woundedhead@sdstate.
Jennifer McLaughlin is the
edu.
SDSU sustainability specialist
and can be reached at jennifer.
mclaughlin@sdstate.edu
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A new semester gives students a
fresh start in their course schedule. It is also a time to reflect on
last semester and make changes
to anything that may need to be
done differently.
Just like you review your new
course syllabus to figure out how
to manage the course, you also
need to think about how you will
manage your finances for the upcoming semester. Take time now
to set yourself up financially for a
successful semester.
First, reflect on your financial management over the past
semester. Did you have enough
money to meet your needs and
wants? Were you stressed about
paying for things, or did you feel
you had the freedom to make financial decisions?
When looking back over the
past few months, be objective
when evaluating your spending.
Necessary and required expenses
for college include: tuition, fees,
books, housing and food. Other expenses you may need to consider are: transportation, clothing, cell phone and entertainment. Review bank transactions
and statements to see where your
money consistently went.
Organize each transaction into
expense categories. Calculate how
much you spent on each category. Review the numbers by considering which expenses were necessary and which you could either reduce or eliminate.
Next, determine how much
money you need for the semester.
According to South Dakota State
University Admissions, the cost
for one semester for South Dakota residents living on campus
is $8,285. The cost will vary depending on which residence hall
you live in, your academic major
and your residency status.
Check the Admissions website to find out your costs based
on your specific situation. If you
live off campus, your housing
and food costs will also vary. Review your financial aid; including
grants, scholarships, loans, savings and contribution from parents.
Do you have enough to cover
the basic costs? How much money do you need for other expenses? Is there a gap between what
you have and what you need?
Based on what you learn
about your financial management practices and the amount
of money needed for the next semester, set financial goals and
make a plan to achieve those
goals.
To learn how to write financial goals see the article “Setting
SMART Goals” on iGrow.org.
What can you do during winter and summer breaks to meet
your financial needs during the
school year? After you reflect
on your financial management
practices and know your financial needs for next semester, can
you earn extra income during the
break, or do you need to cut back
on spending?
Remember you have control
over your money, your money
does not have control over you.
If you need advice on how to
assess your financial situation or
how to develop a budget, contact
me to set up an appointment.
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Trump administration not only racist, but anti-American
prising, considering his conduct
and lack of decorum during his
first year in office. What is surprising, and more frustrating, is
how un-American this regime of
ham-fisted ignorance is.
Monday was Martin Luther King Jr. Day and President
Trump took advantage of the
holiday to play a round of golf at
his Florida resort.
“I encourage all Americans
to observe this day with appropriate civic, community and service programs and activities in

GARRETT AMMESMAKI
News Editor
The president has been under
fire this last week for his racist
remarks on immigration.
Unfortunately, the president calling Haitian and African
countries “shitholes” isn’t sur-

honor of Dr. King’s life and legacy,” the president said Jan. 12 on
the White House website.
Meanwhile, in Detroit, Jorge
Garcia hugged his wife and children for the last time as two immigration agents did their civic
duty and stood watch — making sure the family man was
forced from his home to a country he’s never known.
The 39-year-old landscaper
was 10 years old when his family
brought him across the Mexican
border. In the almost 30 years

he has lived in the United States,
Garcia hasn’t gotten so much as
a speeding ticket.
He’s paid his taxes and spent
over $100,000 in court fees in
hopes of becoming an American
citizen.
Garcia is not a “bad hombre,”
he is a victim — a victim of the
current administration’s attack
on American values and ideologies that have made this country
truly great.
Mr. Trump is from New York
City and I imagine he has seen

the Statue of Liberty. If he could
read, he may have gotten something from this:
“Give me your tired, your
poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, the
wretched refuse of your teeming
shore. Send these, the homeless,
tempest-tossed to me, I lift my
lamp beside the golden door.”

more like Canada’s, where federal taxes pay for a federal insurance system. This insurance system in turn pays the private hospitals and other health-related
companies.
This bill would allow for
comprehensive coverage, including vision and dental to all eligible U.S. citizens. Veterans and
Native Americans would keep
their current federal benefits.
The cost to the American public would not be any more significant than the taxes they pay
now, according to Sanders.
The reduction in medical expenditures, as well as a provision that would finally allow the
federal government to negotiate
with pharmaceutical companies
for pricing, would ultimately
cost the U.S. taxpayer less than
what is currently paid, Sanders
believes.
Some politicians try to use
the Canadian system as a scare
tactic to dissuade people from
supporting similar systems
for the U.S. However, the horror stories conservatives often
spread about wait times and the
loss of U.S. doctors to more profitable climates are simply not
true.
The New York Times report-

ed that Canadian doctors love
their system. It requires less paperwork than the U.S. system
and there’s no need to try to tailor treatment to what a private
insurance company will pay. Canadian doctors say they feel
more comfortable suggesting
surgeries or other costly treatments than they would if patients had to pay for them out of
pocket.
The long lines argument is
also currently being addressed
by the Canadian government,
and is mostly due to a lack of
specialists. The United States,
however, has an abundance of
specialists, so that issue is more
than likely country specific.
Most other top countries in
the world have decided health
care is a right of the people, not
a privilege of the rich. The United States has been very slow
to adopt that mentality. A system that bankrupts the sick and
needy, forcing them to choose
between food and medicine, is
archaic.
Only by joining other
wealthy nations of the world
and guaranteeing equal access
to quality health care for all, can
the United States truly be considered a top nation again.

Garrett Ammesmaki is the News
Editor at The Collegian and can
be reached at gammesmaki@
sdsucollegian.com.

Letter to
the Editor
STEVEN MACHLOMORE
The United States is currently in
the middle of an identity crisis.
So often, it seems citizens and
politicians claim America is the
greatest nation on the face of the
Earth. In some cases, this is true.
The United States spends
more money on its military than
any other country. It also incarcerates the most of its citizens
compared to other first-world
countries. However, there is
one category in which the United States falls far behinds its national brethren: health care.
The United States spends
far more than any other country, per capita, on health care,
according to an article in the
Washington Post. In that, at
least, the U.S. is still number
one. However, while that money does buy a lot of expensive
equipment, it does not bring
the U.S. to the top of the list in
two important categories: average life span and infant mortality rate.
The same Washington Post
article reveals that the U.S. average life span ranks 27th out
of Organization for Economic
Co-Operation and Development
countries, right around the same

life span as countries like Chile
and the Czech Republic. Disappointing results considering the
U.S. spends almost four-anda-half times as much as those
countries. According to another
report in the Washington Post,
the U.S. also ranks 27th in infant mortality, with 6.1 infant
deaths per 1,000 births, putting the country behind Hungary and Slovakia.
So, if the United States
spends more than any other
country on health care, why does
it rank so low in critical categories of health? Part of the issue is
that people cannot afford to seek
out health care. A CNBC report
showed that medical costs were
the number one cause of bankruptcies in the United States, affecting nearly 2 million people
per year.
Beyond those bankruptcies, another 20 percent of the
population will still have medical bills. Leaving 56 million people with an enormous economic
burden on them and their families. Millions of Americans will
skip doses of prescriptions and
elect not to have necessary procedures because the of the financial burden it creates.
No matter how much mon-

ey the country spends on fancy
hospital equipment, it will not
help the population if there is a
financial barrier to access. The
barrier to access has a greater effect than just making the United
States look bad in global rankings.
The Harvard Gazette reported that 45,000 people die
in the U.S. every year because of
lack of insurance. This was before Obamacare made insurance mandatory, however it still
shows the impact of unaffordable health care. The study also
found that the uninsured had a
40 percent higher risk of death
than their insured counterparts.
Middle-lower class U.S. citizens are having to choose between putting food on the table and taking life-saving medications. A difficult choice that
top CEOs don’t have to make because, on average, they make
300 times more annually than
minimum wage workers, according to Fortune magazine.
All this is not to say there is
not hope. In September, prior
presidential hopeful, Sen. Bernie Sanders introduced a “Medicare for All” bill to the U.S. Senate. This bill would make the
U.S. health care system a lot
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(Left) Junior guard Tevin King (2), (middle) junior forward Mike Daum (24) and freshman guard David Jenkins Jr. (5) have a good time on the bench during a 94-72 blowout victory against Denver. Daum scored 34 points and
Jenkins Jr. scored 27 points in the win. The Jacks are 16-5 overall and 4-0 in the Summit League. The Jacks host Fort Wayne at 4:15 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 27.

Jacks continue hot start
in Summit League play
ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor

A

fter two wins at home last
week, the South Dakota State men’s basketball
team’s record improved to 16-5
overall and 4-0 in the Summit
League. The Jacks defeated Oral
Roberts 78-75 on Thursday and
Denver 94-72 on Saturday.
SDSU will have the week off
before heading to Macomb, Illinois Jan. 20, and will face the
Western Illinois Leathernecks.
Junior forward Mike Daum
has been spectacular in Summit
League play. In four conference
games, Daum is averaging 31.3
points per game, which is the
best in the Summit League, and
is shooting 53.4 percent from

the field and 45.5 percent from
three.
Daum isn’t the only player on the team scoring efficiently. Freshman guard David Jenkins Jr. is averaging 17.5 points
per game and is shooting 45 percent from the field in Summit
League games. He is averaging
15.3 points per game overall and
has scored 322 points this season. Daum has the record for
points scored as a freshman with
518 and if Jenkins continues to
score like this, he is on pace to
break that record.
Head coach T.J. Otzelberger said that although Jenkins has
been great offensively, he still
needs to work on his defense.
“I think David is a really
competitive kid. We have to con-

tinue to keep him engaged defensively when he’s away from
the basketball,” Otzelberger said.
“I think if he wants to go from
being a really really good player to an elite player he’s going to
have to work defensively because
he’s already really special offensively.”
Senior forward Reed Tellinghuisen is third in the league in
three-point shooting at 47.6 percent. Senior forward Skyler Flatten, who was granted a sixth
year of eligibility last week, is
fourth in the Summit League in
three-point shooting percentage
at 47.1 percent. Otzelberger said
it’s crucial other guys are stepping up, besides Daum.

Continued to A9
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•
•
•
•
•

Jan. 20: Western Illinois
Jan. 24: at South Dakota
Jan. 27: Fort Wayne
Jan. 30: Omaha
Feb. 1: North Dakota State

•
•
•
•
•

Feb. 8: Denver
Feb. 10: at Oral Roberts
Feb. 17: Western Illinois
Feb. 22: South Dakota
Feb. 24: at Fort Wayne

Junior forward Mike Daum (24) goes for a jump shot avoiding Denver forward
Donoven Carlisle (30) during the first half of the Jan. 13 game. SDSU beat
Denver 94-72.

Wrestling extends win streak to
7, next two duals in Frost Arena

TRENTON ABREGO
Sports Reporter

Seven straight wins for the South
Dakota State wrestling team has
head coach Chris Bono and the
Jacks heading into the heart of
their Big 12 schedule with a full
head of steam.
It was another successful
week for the Jacks. They had two
duals and outscored their opponents by a 63-16 margin.
“Going on the road is not
easy,” Bono said. “They wrestled well and we came home injury free.”
The latest win for SDSU (72, 2-0) came against the Air
Force Falcons, in which their
lower weights got them rolling
with two early pins on their way
to a 32-6 blowout in Colorado
Springs, Colorado.
At the 125-pound weight
class, freshman Connor Brown
got the Jacks going with a 13-9

decision over Anthony DeCesare.
Junior Seth Gross, who is ranked
No. 1 in the 133-pound weight
class, kept his undefeated season intact as he came up with a
pin in 1:06 over Isaac Jimenez.
Sophomore Henry Pohlmeyer got bonus points for the Jacks
with a pin over Garrett O’Shea
in 6:14.
Senior Luke Zilverberg,
who is ranked No. 12 in the
157-pound weight class, had a
decisive 10-1 major decision over
another ranked opponent in No.
20 Alex Mossing.
At the heavier weights, the
Jacks swept the final four matches against the Falcons, including
senior David Kocer, who had bonus points over Michael Billingsley with a 12-0 major.
The last three matches for the
Jackrabbits were all close victories. In the 184-pound match,
sophomore Martin Mueller
edged Zen Ikehara 3-2. Senior

Nate Rotert, who is ranked No.
9 in the 197-pound weight class,
kept his impressive season rolling with a close 2-1 victory over
Anthony McLaughlin. Senior
Alex Macki had a three-point decision over Matt Wagner, as the
heavyweight was able to sneak by
with an 8-5 victory.
Up next, the Jacks will stay in
Brookings for two home duals as
the No. 20 Wyoming Cowboys
(7-2, 1-1) will come to Frost Arena to duel the Jacks.
Both squads will be putting
their winning streaks on the
line, Wyoming has now won six
straight matches.
Wyoming will pose a threat
because, like the Jacks, the Cowboys have strength at their middleweights.

Continued to A9
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Sophomore Henry Pohlmeyer wrestles Oregon State redshirt senior Jack Hathaway during the 141-pound match Jan. 5. Pohlmeyer defeated Hathaway with a 5-2
decision. SDSU won 30-13.
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“We’ve come to expect Mike
Daum to score big numbers,”
Otzelberger said. “David Jenkins and Reed Tellinghuisen
have also consistently scored.
But I think our team is at its best
when other guys step up and
contribute.”
Western Illinois (9-7, 0-3)
is in last place in the Summit
League and will face Fort Wayne
Jan. 17 before taking on the
Jacks.
The Leathernecks are led
by freshman guard Kobe Webster, who is averaging 15.3 points
and 4.7 assists per game. Western Illinois lost last year’s leading scorer Robert Covington to
ABBY FULLENKAMP • The Collegian graduation.
“They’re a team that’s danSenior Luke Zilverberg wrestles Oregon State freshman Hunter Willits during the 157-pound bout. Zilverberg defeated Willits in
gerous,” Otzelberger said. “We
overtime with a takedown. The Jacks host Wyoming at 7 p.m. Jan. 18 and Northern Iowa at 2 p.m. Jan. 20 at Frost Arena.
have to keep playing our style of
basketball. Which is sharing the
“We
owe
it
to
our
fans
that
Virginia
Duals,
in
which
they
>> WRESTLING
support us to see the best possidefeated Kent State, Chattanoo- basketball and play with a pace.”
Continued from A8
The Leathernecks are secble match,” Bono said.
ga and Oklahoma, but dropped
ond-best
in the Summit League
Bono
added
that
his
first
ema
dual
to
the
Arizona
State
Sun
“Our strengths are the same.”
defensively, only giving up 67.4
phasis will be to win the dual,
Devils.
Bono said of the Cowboys. “We
points per game. Part of the reaSix of the 10 starting wresare a little stronger up top, we’ve however, he wants to be able to
son Western Illinois has been so
do
both.
tlers
for
the
Panthers
are
ranked
just got to prove it.”
successful on defense is due to
There
will
be
another
ranked
by
Intermat.
The
Panthers
and
Wyoming boasts four wresmatchup at the 157-weight class
the Jacks will matchup in diftlers who are ranked in the Inmatch. No. 10 Archie Colgan will ferent ways, as the strength of
termat rankings. The top wresface No. 12 Luke Zilverberg. Col- UNI’s lower-weight classes is at
tler for Wyoming is their
gan has had an impressive sea125, 141 and 149, while the Jacks
141-pounder, Bryce Meredith,
son and is 23-6 on the year.
have power at the 133 and the
who is ranked No. 1.
The other ranked wrestler for 157 weight classes.
Meredith has had an impresthe Cowboys, is their 165-pound
The 174-weight class and
sive season up to this point, gowrestler. No. 14 Brandon Ash197-weight class will be the only
ing 19-1. His only defeat this
worth rounds out the ranked Wy- matches between the two teams
year came at the Cliff Keen Inoming wrestlers. Ashworth is 24-3 that will feature ranked oppovitational in December against
on the year.
nents. No. 7 Taylor Lujan will
Yianni Diakomihalis of Cornell.
The dual will begin at 7 p.m.
face off against No. 9 David
Seth Gross hasn’t faced a
on Thursday in Frost Arena.
Kocer at the 174-weight class.
top-20 wrestler yet this season,
Over the off-season, the
Lujan has had a successful cambut has proven to be able to hanpaign thus far, as he is 22-4.
dle the top competition through- Northern Iowa Panthers were
added
to
the
Big
12
Wrestling
The other ranked match will
out his career.
Conference. They will travbe No. 9 Nate Rotert and No. 19
Bono said that he wants to
el to Frost Arena Sunday to
Jacob Holschlag. The two met
give the fans a matchup of two
take on the Jacks in the first
previously, last year when Rotert
top-ranked wrestlers in the
Big 12 meeting between the two
took a 4-1 decision over the
country, so he is moving Gross
then-unranked Holschlag.
up to the 141-pound weight class schools.
The Panthers (5-2, 2-0) will
The match will start at 2 p.m.
so he can face Meredith. Gross
be coming off of an impressive
on Sunday.
and Meredith have faced twice
tournament performance at the
before and split them.
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the fact that junior center Brandon Gilbeck is leading the Summit League in blocks per game
with 2.9.
“Gilbeck is the best low post
defender in the conference,” Otzelberger said.
Gilbeck and the Leathernecks will face their toughest
challenge this season in SDSU.
The Jacks average 86.5 points
per game, which is the best in
the Summit League.
Otzelberger said the Jacks
are happy with the 4-0 start and
their rank at the top of Summit
League, but he doesn’t want his
team to look ahead.
“With only 14 league games,
all of them are more important,”
he said. “We look at each game
as ‘we need to go 1-0 that day’. At
this point we’ve had four opportunities in front of us and we’ve
done our best to make the most
of them and get four victories
and we’re going to have to do the
same thing at Western Illinois.”
The game will start at 2 p.m.
Jan. 20 at Western Hall. This
will be the first game in a twogame road trip. The Jacks will
face South Dakota Jan. 24 in
Vermillion.

Sports

in brief

Track and Field

Men’s Tennis

Swim and Dive

The South Dakota State track
and field team participated in
the Thundering Herd Classic in
Fargo, North Dakota, over the
weekend.
Junior Skyler Monaghan
won the men’s 400-meter race
with a time of 49.83. Junior Savannah Dolezal came in second
in the women’s 400-meter race
with a time of 58.01
Sophomore Landon Larson
and freshman Cameron Kuil
came in third and fourth in the
men’s 200-meter race. Sophomore Coby Hilton finished
fourth in the men’s 60-meter
race with a time of 7.05.

The Jackrabbit men’s tennis
team started it’s spring season
by losing two matches to Nebraska Saturday at the Dillon
Tennis Center in Lincoln,
Nebraska.
SDSU lost 7-0 in the first
match and 6-1 in the second.
Freshman Carlos Martinez won
the only game for the Jacks in
singles defeating Rok Krizaj
6-0 and 6-4.
Junior Emerson Styles and
junior Chuck Tang went 1-1 on
the day. Losing to Chris Dean
and Micah Klousia before defeating Jon Meyer and Krizaj.

The Jacks defeated St. Cloud State
347-253 in St. Cloud, Minnesota.
SDSU won seven out of the
ten freestyle races. Freshman
Rori Conners won the women’s
500-meter and 1,000-meter races.
Freshman Jared Miller won the
men’s 500-meter and 1,000-meter
races as well, and senior Daniel
Jacobson won the 50-meter and
100-meter races.
Senior Kristin Erf and sophomore Mikayla Beckman finished
first and second in the 100-meter
and the 200-meter breaststroke
races. Freshman Austin Pham
and senior Christopher Rumrill
finished first and second in the
200-meter individual medley race.

What’s next: The Jacks will host two
meets with the SDSU D-II Invitational
at 2 p.m. Jan. 19 and the Jim Emmerich Invitation at 12 p.m. Jan. 20. Both
meets will be at the Sanford Jackrabbit
Athletic Complex.

What’s next: The Jacks will travel to
Kearney, Nebraska, Feb. 2 and 3 to face
the University of Nebraska-Kearney.

What’s next: The Jacks will be back in
action at 5 p.m. Jan. 20 at the Marshall
Center in Brookings and will face the
South Dakota Coyotes.
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Junior Savannah Dolezal competes in the women’s 600-meter run Dec. 1, 2017. Dolezal
came in second in the women’s 400-meter race Jan. 13 at the Thundering Herd Classic.
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Jenkins has potential to become next
SDSU basketball star, NBA draft pick

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
RORI CONNERS
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ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor

ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor
One of the pleasant surprises for the South Dakota
State men’s basketball team
has been freshman guard
David Jenkins Jr.
In his first season, Jenkins is averaging 15.3
points per game, which is
second on the team. He is
shooting 45 percent from
three and is tied with junior forward Mike Daum
for three-pointers made
with 54.
Right now he’s on pace
to break Daum’s freshman
scoring record of 518 that
he set in the 2015-16 season. Heading into the Saturday’s game against Denver, Jenkins had scored 295
points in 20 games. Daum
had only 258 points in 20
games during his record
setting season.
If he does not pass
Daum he will likely pass
Matt Caldwell, who scored
453 points in 2005-06.
Jenkins scored 27 points
on 8-14 shooting, including
four three-pointers. It was
the sixth time this season
that Jenkins scored more
than 20 points and the
17th time that he scored more
than 10 points. He scored a career-high 31 points Dec. 15
against Colorado.
Before the season started, head coach T.J. Otzelberger said that Jenkins is a natural scorer and would have the
chance to be special.
Otzelberger was right.
Daum gets most of the attention for the Jacks, and it’s well
deserved considering he is averaging 23.5 points per game,
but Jenkins will have the op-
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Year: Freshman
Hometown: Henderson,
Nevada
Major: Human Biology

The South Dakota swimming
and diving team took on St.
Cloud State in St. Cloud, Minnesota, over the weekend. The
Jacks defeated the Huskies
347-253.
Rori Conners played a key
role in the victory. She won
the 500-meter and 1,000-meter races with times of 5:09.51
and 10:30.35 respectively.
It was the fifth and sixth
time Conners has won a race
this season.
This was SDSU’s first meet
of 2018. The Jacks will be back
in the water at 5 p.m. Jan.
20 at the Marshall Center in
Brookings to face the South
Dakota Coyotes.

Feature Photo:
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Freshman guard David Jenkins Jr. (5) shoots a free throw during the second half of
the game against Oral Roberts Jan. 11. The Jacks won 78-75.
portunity to be SDSU’s next
star once Daum leaves.
Daum will likely get drafted into the NBA after his senior season next year and that
is when it will be Jenkins’ turn
to lead the Jacks. He has a
smooth jump shot and scores
the ball efficiently, shooting 43
percent from the field and 40
percent from three.
It will be interesting to see
how he develops in an SDSU
uniform and how he handles

being the main guy. Otzelberger said if Jenkins wants to become a great player instead of
a really good player he needs
to improve defensively.
There are times when Jenkins doesn’t stay engaged, especially when the ball isn’t in
the hands of guy he is guarding.
If Jenkins can improve on
the defensive side of the ball,
he will have a chance to get
drafted to the NBA like Daum.
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Jack celebrates a win for the men’s basketball team. The Jacks defeated Denver
Jan. 13 94-72.

stuff.
19
20
26
27

BSA Movie “Marshall”
7pm Union Market
Open Mic Night
8pm Union Jacks’ Place
APO Capers The student-run variety show!
7:30pm Doner Auditorium (Morrill Hall)
Blizzard Hockey Game Free for SDSU students!
7:05pm Tickets at Union Info Exchange
APO Capers A Jackrabbit tradition!
7:30pm Doner Auditorium (Morrill Hall)

Daily Deals from the King of Pizza
Sunday
Large single
topping
$10.99
Monday
$3 off any large
Tuesday
Large up to
four toppings
$14.99

Wednesday
Any large for
medium price

Friday
Changes
weekly

Thursday
Large double
pepperoni for
$11.99

Saturday
Large two
toppings
11.99

Store hours 4-10pm • 605-692-4226 • 308 Main Ave., Brookings

